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Fine-structure effects in vibrational relaxation at ultralow temperatures
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We have calculated cross sections for vibrational quenching in collisions of17O2(X
3(g

2) with 3He
at cold and ultracold temperatures, explicitly accounting for the electronic spin degree of freedom.
The observed population of the final spin-rotational levels can be interpreted on the basis of useful
‘‘propensity rules’’ governing the intensity of the collision-induced transitions. In addition, it is
found that the orientation of the molecular spin is reasonably robust against collisional relaxation,
even in vibrationally excited states. This finding implies that magnetic trapping of vibrationally
excited, but rotationally and translationally cold, molecules may be possible. ©2003 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1577113#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The possibility of creating cold and ultracold molecul
has opened novel and interesting perspectives in the fiel
Bose–Einstein condensation, high resolution spectrosc
and selective control of chemical reactions. In this spi
substantial progress has been achieved in developing
optimizing experimental techniques for trapping and cool
molecules at sub-Kelvin temperatures. Cold molecules
produced primarily via one of three experimental techniqu
~i! collisions with a helium buffer gas;1–3 ~ii ! assembling
cold atoms via photoassociation4–8 or magnetic field
sweeps;9 or ~iii ! electrostatic slowing if the molecules have
permanent electric dipole moment.10–12

Collisions can play a decisive role in these experimen
For example, in buffer-gas cooling, elastic collisions betwe
molecules and buffer gas atoms thermalize the sampl
temperature of the order of a fraction of a Kelvin. The cri
cal requirement for the success of this technique is that t
malizing elastic collisions should be much more efficie
than the inelastic transitions that can lead to antitrap
states and subsequent trap loss.13 In photoassociation, the
resulting molecules are translationally very cold~in the order
of mK’s!, but they are produced preferentially in high-lyin
vibrational levels of the ground electronic states. Vibratio
relaxation is then a central issue, because it involves ene
which are orders of magnitude larger than the depth of
trap. In this context, vibrational de-excitation can be qu
efficient, seriously limiting the density of molecules in th
trap.14

For these reasons, vibrational quenching has drawn c
siderable theoretical attention.15–22 In particular, Ref. 19
found that the distribution of rotational final states is n
rower in ultralow temperature collisions than at higher te
peratures. It also found that vibrational quenching can be
less efficient than rotational quenching, leading to the po
bility of vibrationally excited, but translationally and rota

a!Electronic mail: alessandro.volpi@molecular-sciences.ox.ac.uk
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tionally cold, molecular gases. Here we extend the result
Ref. 19 by explicitly including the fine structure. In this wa
we will verify that vibrationally excited states are stab
against changes in spin orientation, so that magnetic trap
experiments of these states are possible. Along the way
will investigate fine-structure-changing processes in vib
tional quenching collisions, which are roughly explained
simple propensity rules.

II. THEORY

We will concentrate on collisions between helium atom
and oxygen molecules in their electronic3(g

2 ground states,
which we have investigated in the past.23–26In this work, we
investigate vibrational relaxation in collisions of17O2 with
3He. The choice of17O2 is due to the better cooling perspe
tives offered by this isotopomer.23,24 Vibrational de-
excitation for this system has been already studied by B
akrishnan and Dalgarno, who performed calculations for
isotopomer16O2 but without including the electronic spin.19

The theory and the formalism of the scattering equatio
have been given in Ref. 27, and will be briefly recalled he

We will consider molecules consisting of two17O atoms,
whose nuclear spini is equal to 5/2. We assume that tot
nuclear spinI5 i11 i2 is conserved in the collision, implying
that the even molecular rotational statesN belong to a mani-
fold separated from the odd ones.28 Following Refs. 24–26,
we limit our discussions to the ‘‘even-N’’ manifold of mo-
lecular states.

The molecules have total spinJ5N1S, whereS is the
electronic spin and equals 1 for O2. The Hamiltonian opera-
tor ĤO2

for molecular oxygen is given as

ĤO2
52

\2

2mO2

F d2

dr2
2

N~N11!

r 2 G1V~r !1Ĥfs , ~1!

wheremO2
is the O–O reduced mass andV is the atom–atom

potential depending on the stretching coordinater. We have
taken the fine-structure HamiltonianĤfs from Ref. 29 disre-
© 2003 American Institute of Physics
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garding the molecular hyperfine interaction and using
fine structure parameters determined in Ref. 30 by mic
wave spectroscopy. We assume these parameters to b
same for the ground and excited vibrational states.

Different values of the molecular rotational quantu
numberN are coupled together by the fine-structure Ham
tonian Ĥfs @see Eq.~A5! in Ref. 29#, so thatN is no longer
strictly a good quantum number for the molecular stat
However, since the fine-structure coupling is small compa
to the rotational separation, differentN’s are mixed only
weakly, so we will continue to useN to label the true chan
nels in what follows.

A schematic representation of the17O2 rovibrational
structure is sketched in Fig. 1. The zero-point energy
;1100 K above the bottom of the potential curve, and
vibrational separation between the ground and the first
cited vibrational level is;2175 K. The rotational constan
for the molecule is about 1.95 K, and the spin–orbit coupl
is a small perturbation on the rotational levels.

After multiplying the wave function byR in order to
remove first derivatives, the full Hamiltonian operator d
scribing the He–O2 collision is given by

Ĥ52
\2

2m
F d2

dR2
2

L̂2

R2G1ĤO2
1V8~R,r ,u!, ~2!

wherem is the reduced mass for the He–O2 system,R is the
length of the Jacobi vector joining the atom to the molec
center-of-mass,L̂2 is the centrifugal angular momentum o

FIG. 1. The spin-rotational structure of the oxygen molecule. Thev51
manifold is also shown to emphasize the different energy scales for s
rotational, and vibrational separations. In zero external magnetic field,
ferent value ofMJ belonging to the sameuN, J& pair are degenerate.
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erator, andĤO2
is the molecular oxygen Hamiltonian define

in Eq. ~1!. The potential termV8, depending in general onR,
r, and the bending angleu that the molecule’s axis make
with respect toR, accounts for the He–O2 interaction. The
O–O interatomic contribution is already included in the m
lecular HamiltonianĤO2

.
The full multichannel calculation requires castin

V8(R,r ,u) in an appropriate angular momentum bas
Namely, we express the Hamiltonian in a basis of total
gular momentumJ5N1S1L , in terms of the molecule’s
mechanical rotation~N!, its electronic spin~S!, and the par-
tial wave representing the rotation of the molecule and
He atom about their center of mass (L ). Our basis for close-
coupling calculations is then

@O2~
3(g

2!&uHe~1S!&uvN@JL#JM&, ~3!

where the electronic spin quantum numberS is not explicitly
indicated, being always equal to 1 in the calculation p
sented here. Vibrational wave functions are computed fo
particular value ofN then transformed to theJ basis. Evalu-
ation ofV8 in the basis~3! has been discussed in Ref. 24. A
for the integration of the matrix elements over the vibration
coordinater, we have performed numerical Gaussian quad
tures.

Once the Hamiltonian is in place the coupled-chan
equations are solved subject to scattering boundary co
tions to yield scattering matrices. Since we assume z
magnetic field the total angular momentumJ is a good
quantum number, and moreover the results are indepen
of the laboratory projectionM of total angular momentum
In the context of magnetic trapping, the resulting totalJ
scattering matrices can be conveniently transformed t
basis labeling the magnetic quantum numbers, nam
^vNJMJLMLuSuv8N8J8MJ8L8ML8&. Cross sections and
state-to-state rate coefficients are then obtained as in Re

svNJMJ→v8N8J8M
J8
5

p

kvNJMJ

2 (
LMLL8ML8

u^vNJMJLMLuS

2I uv8N8J8MJ8L8ML8&u2 ~4!

and

KvNJMJ→v8N8J8M
J8
5vvNJMJ

svNJMJ→v8N8J8M
J8
, ~5!

wherevvNJMJ
is the relative velocity of the collision partner

before the collision.
In this work, we use theab initio potential energy sur-

face ~PES! by Groenenboom and Struniewicz,31 which ac-
counts for the vibrational degree of freedom of the O2 mol-
ecule. This PES differs from the one by Cybulskiet al.32

used in a previous calculation by one of the authors.24 In
particular, the potential well for the three-body interaction
found to be about 30% deeper for the new PES with resp
to the preceding one@however, the PES~Ref. 32! was deep-
ened by 20% in the calculations presented in Ref. 24#. The
two potential surfaces provide consistent results: thes-wave
scattering lengths are;22.9 a.u. and;21.5 a.u. using the
PES of Refs. 31 and 32, respectively.

in,
f-
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III. PROPENSITY RULES

In the 1980s, Alexanderet al. published some very use
ful papers about the description of inelastic collisions invo
ing open-shell diatomic molecules.33,34In this work, a frame-
work is provided in order to describe the coupling betwe
the relative motion of the collisional encounters and the sp
rotational angular momentum of the molecule. In Ref. 3
the authors investigated rotational transitions for the sa
system we are concerned with, obtaining some tools to s
plify the scattering problem and propensity rules for the
terpretation of the observed transitions. In what follows,
will briefly outline the main findings of that work, as they a
relevant to the subject investigated here.

The basic idea was that, since the atom–molecule in
molecular potential does not contain any magnetic terms
the collision dynamics the electronic spinS plays a spectato
role. This mechanism can be exploited to rigorously d
couple the electronic spin angular momentum from
rotational-centrifugal motion.35–38 In a pure Hund’s case~b!
molecule, Corey and McCourt derived a recoupling alg
rithm to express the crucial elementsTNSJL→N8S8J8L8

J of the
T matrix governing the collision-induced fine-structure tra
sitions in terms of the spin-independent elementsTNL→N8L8

J .
Alexanderet al. extended the vector recoupling algorithm
the case of weak mixing of the pure case~b! states in a
(-state molecule,34 as we have here. For the picture of ele
tronic spin in a spectator role to hold, no magnetic field c
be applied.

Propensity rules governing the intensity of the tran
tions have been derived in that context, and will be reca
here since they are very relevant in the interpretation of
own dynamical results. Since they have been derived u
only the angular momentum algebra needed to describe
molecular states, these rules maintain their validity rega
less of the specific vibrational level they are applied to.

In Hund’s case~b!, fine structure levels correspond
different orientations ofN with respect toS. In spectroscopic
notation, for( electronic states the levels are labeled by
index Fi . In the case of O2, S equals 1 and we have

F1 :J5N11; F2 :J5N; F3 :J5N21. ~6!

References 39 and 40 show that collision-induced transit
which conserveFi are strongly favored. Since the atom
molecule interaction does not contain magnetic terms, a
lision does not change the orientation ofS and the propensity
toward the conservation ofFi can be interpreted as the co
lisional propensity toward the conservation of the orientat
of N. This argument can be made more quantitative by
troducing an angular momentum transfer indexK, which can
be interpreted classically as the degree of reorientation of
nuclear rotational angular momentum,

K5uN2N8u5uL2L8u. ~7!

The T-operator~and the cross sections that follow from i!
can be expressed as a sum of irreducible tensorial com
nents of orderK. The contribution of each term decreases
K increases, which is in fact a manifestation of the prop
sity toward the conservation of the orientation ofN. This
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implies that largest cross sections are expected to be the
corresponding toDN5DJ, and that this propensity will be
come increasingly stronger asN ~or N8) increases. If a mol-
ecule is initially in a certainFi state, the tendency is to
populate after the collision a final state withFi85Fi . From
analogous arguments, it is also possible to derive a rule
forbids transitionsF2↔F1 ,F3 if MJ5MJ850.

IV. VIBRATIONAL QUENCHING

In the present paper, vibrational quenching has been
stricted to thev51 rotational manifolds of the oxygen mo
ecule. We have retained in the calculations rotational lev
up to N524 both for the ground and the excited vibration
state, plus 24 partial waves. We have studied a large num
of collision energies ranging from 1mK up to 10 K. The
maximum value of the total angular momentumJ to be con-
sidered~and consequently the computational effort! is, of
course, a function of the incident energy. In the most
manding case, totalJ values up to 8 have been included.

Scattering calculations are performed using a lo
derivative propagator method41 starting fromR54.2 Bohr.
We separate the propagation into two parts, fromR54.2 to
24.0 Bohr, with a step size of 0.008 Bohr, and then fromR
524.0 until the asymptotic limit ofRmax5450 Bohr adopt-
ing a larger step size of 0.08 Bohr. These parameters as
rate constants convergent within less than 1%.

In this section, we will discuss our results on the vibr
tional quenching transitionv51→v50. In the next section,
we will consider explicitly the efficiency of the spin
rotational de-excitation within thev51 manifold itself.

We consider first the initial stateuv N J&5u1 0 1& ~the
three magnetic projectionsMJ50, 61 are degenerate in zer
external field!, and examine the efficiency to populate th
v50 spin-rotational manifold. In Fig. 2 we have plotte
cross sections@panel~a!# and rate coefficients@panel~b!# for
the overall vibrational quenching, summed over the poss
uN J& states belonging tov50. Results refer to the range o
collision energy 1026– 1021 K. It is evident in the figure that
below 1022 K we are in the threshold regime and cross s

FIG. 2. Cross sections@panel ~a!# and rate coefficients@panel ~b!# for the
overall vibrational quenching~that is summed over all the final states of th
v850 manifold! of the uv N J&5u1 0 1& incident state, in the range o
collision energy from 1026 to 1021 K.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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869J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 119, No. 2, 8 July 2003 Vibrational relaxation at ultralow temperatures
tions vary inversely as the velocity in accordance with Wig
er’s law. Rate coefficients become constant in this limit
very low collision energy, and approach a value close to
one obtained by Balakrishnan and Dalgarno for the iso
pomer16O2: The zero-temperature limiting values of the v
brational quenching rate coefficients are equal to 5
310218 cm3 s21 and 7.51310218 cm3 s21 in Ref. 19 and for
the present case, respectively. The low value of the co
cients is due to the suppression of all partial waves other t
L50. In this range of energy, calculations can be restric
to total angular momentumJ51.

For higher collision energies, the overall picture is co
plicated by both Feshbach and shape resonances, whos
istence has been proved in previous papers.19 These reso-
nances are expected to produce a broad feature in
thermally-averaged collision rates~see Fig. 2 of Ref. 19!,
and should thus provide even more detailed insight i
quenching collisions.

In Fig. 3 we show a detailed analysis of the final pop
lation for three selected collision energies, 1026, 1021, and
10 K. Again, we consider the initial stateuv N J&
5u1 0 1&. Some of the states significantly populated af
the quenching are labeled. The incident channel is anF1

FIG. 3. State-resolved cross sections for the collisional quenching of
initial state uv N J&5u1 0 1&. Panels refer to the indicated collision ene
gies: 1026, 1021, and 10 K. Thex-axis labeln is an index counting the fina
states according to the rulen51→u0 0 1&, n52→u0 2 1&, n53
→u0 2 2&, n54→u0 2 3&, and so on. For clarity, in each panel some
the populated final states ofv850 are indicated.
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state, that isJ5N11. For eachuv850, N8& multiplet, cor-
responding to the spin splitting of the rotational levels, t
final stateF18 is always the most likely to be populated by th
collision-induced transition. This is in accordance with t
propensity ruleDN5DJ derived by Alexander, and the sam
conclusion holds for the three investigated energies. T
trend is verified as well for increasing finalN8, but cannot be
seen in the figure because of the low probability of tran
tions corresponding to largeDN. While in general the pro-
pensity rules hold, it is also true that non-N-conserving col-
lisions occur. The fact that incident collision energies are
smaller than fine structure intervals in the molecules rai
possibilities for selecting individual initial states experime
tally, and therefore to probe deviations from the simple e
pectation rules.

In order to verify how general are the conclusions dra
here, we have selected different initial states and repeated
same analysis. Let us consider the incident chann
uv N J&5u1 2 1&, u1 2 2&, andu1 2 3&, at the collision energy
of 1 mK. Different energies have been investigated as w
leading to the same conclusions. In Fig. 4 we show the fi
distribution of the population for the vibrational quenchin
of the three possible initial statesJ51, 2, and 3~first, sec-
ond, and third panel, respectively!. It is evident the propen-
sity towards the conservation ofN, as mentioned in Sec. III

eFIG. 4. Cross sections for the vibrational de-excitation of the initial st
uv N J&5u1 2 1& ~first panel!, u1 2 2& ~second panel!, and u1 2 3& ~third
panel!. The collision energy is 1026 K. As in Fig. 3, we have labeled for
clarity some of the most populated final states.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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In the case of the channeluv N J&5u1 2 3&, the propensity
rule DN5DJ applies to all the transitions, while in the ca
of the channeluv N J&5u1 2 2& the rule holds for all the
final N8 but N854. Finally, for uv N J&5u1 2 1&, the pro-
pensity rule starts to be valid forN8.4, and is increasingly
respected~as it was expected to be! asN8 increases.

V. PERSPECTIVES FOR TRAPPING EXPERIMENTS

So far, we have paid attention to the vibrational rela
ation process. But how efficient is the rotational quench
within the v51 manifold? In order to answer this questio
we have selected as initial states the six states correspon
to the multiplesuv N&5u1 2& and u1 4& with all possibleJ
values, and we have calculated cross sections for the el
scattering and for spin-rotational transitions. These must t
be compared with the corresponding cross sections for
vibrational relaxation. Results are shown in Table I and II
two sample collision energies. As for the vibrational rela
ation, we report cross sections for the final state having
highest probability to be populated. Thermalizing elastic c
lisions have cross sections of the order of 10215 cm2, while

TABLE I. Cross sections for the elastic, spin-rotational and vibrational
laxation transitions for the incident channelsuv N&5u1 2& andu1 4&, for all
possibleJ values. Initial~unprimed! and final~primed! states and collision
energies are indicated. For transitions leading tov850, we only report the
final states having the highest probability to be populated. The collis
energy is 1026 K.

uv N J& uv8 N8 J8& s (cm2)

Ecoll51026 K
u1 2 1& u1 0 1& 1.92310212

u1 2 1& u1 2 1& 2.47310215

u1 2 1& u0 2 3& 4.44310219

u1 2 2& u1 0 1& 3.47310213

u1 2 2& u1 2 1& 3.16310213

u1 2 2& u1 2 2& 1.48310215

u1 2 2& u1 2 3& 1.80310213

u1 2 2& u0 2 2& 1.84310219

u1 2 3& u1 0 1& 2.13310212

u1 2 3& u1 2 1& 4.60310216

u1 2 3& u1 2 3& 3.32310215

u1 2 3& u0 2 3& 5.12310219

u1 4 3& u1 0 1& 2.81310213

u1 4 3& u1 2 1& 9.77310213

u1 4 3& u1 2 2& 4.08310213

u1 4 3& u1 2 3& 1.38310213

u1 4 3& u1 4 3& 1.18310215

u1 4 3& u0 4 3& 1.98310219

u1 4 4& u1 0 1& 7.91310214

u1 4 4& u1 2 1& 2.19310213

u1 4 4& u1 2 2& 1.17310212

u1 4 4& u1 2 3& 1.52310213

u1 4 4& u1 4 3& 4.38310214

u1 4 4& u1 4 4& 9.87310216

u1 4 4& u1 4 5& 6.41310214

u1 4 4& u0 4 4& 2.03310219

u1 4 5& u1 0 1& 2.99310213

u1 4 5& u1 2 1& 2.83310214

u1 4 5& u1 2 2& 4.55310214

u1 4 5& u1 2 3& 1.44310212

u1 4 5& u1 4 3& 2.52310219

u1 4 5& u1 4 5& 1.38310215

u1 4 5& u0 4 5& 2.77310219
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the most relevant process is the rotational relaxation, cha
terized bys’s of the order of 10212– 10213 cm2 at collision
energy as large as 1mK, and of the order of 10215 cm2 at
collision energy equal to 0.1 K. Therefore, we can argue t
a molecule trapped in an excited vibrational state will u
dergo an efficient rotational quenching, ending up in t
ground rotational leveluv N J&5u1 0 1& of the excited vi-
brational state.

On the other side, molecules seem to be pretty sta
with respect to vibrational de-excitation, since the vibration
motion is quenched much less efficiently: typical cross s
tions are of the order of 10219 cm2 at 1 mK or smaller for
higher energies~see also previous section!. It is also worth to
notice how the propensity rule holds very well in predictin
the intensity of transitions to thev50 manifold: largest cross
sections are found for transitions that conserveN and for
which DN5DJ. As noted in Ref. 19, this allows for the
possibility that vibrationally excited molecules could relax
rotationless states without necessarily quenching vib
tionally.

A final ingredient for successful magnetic trapping
molecules is that the spin orientation, indexed byMJ , is also
robust under collisions. This is because the molecules
only be trapped in their ‘‘weak-field-seeking’’ states who
Zeeman energy rises with increasing magnitude of the m
netic field.42 We have therefore investigated the collisio
processes of the ground spin-rotational state ofv51,
uvNJMJ&5u1011&→u101MJ8&. Three values of the projec
tion MJ are allowed for this state, namely,MJ51, 0, and
21. The trappable state~that is the one whose energy grow
as the external magnetic field increases! is uv N J MJ&
5u1 0 1 1&, which can give rise to either thermalizing ela
tic collisions or to spin-changing collisions that populate t
antitrapped statesu1 0 1 0& and u1 0 121&. These transitions
are the ones responsible for trap loss.

Both elastic and inelastic cross sections are plotted
Fig. 5 as a function of the collision energy. The curve labe
‘‘spin-changing’’ is the sum of the two transitions toMJ

50 and21. We have repeated the same calculation at c
lision energy equal to 10 K obtaining 2.86310214 cm2 and
1.18310216 cm2 for the elastic and spin-changing proces
respectively. In the range of collision energies from 1mK to
0.1 K, which is relevant for buffer-gas cooling, cross sectio
for elastic collisions are significantly higher than the ones

-

n

TABLE II. As in Table I, but for collision energy equal to 0.1 K.

uv N J& uv8 N8 J8& s ~cm2!

Ecoll50.1 K
u1 2 1& u1 0 1& 6.13310215

u1 2 1& u1 2 1& 1.33310215

u1 2 1& u0 2 3& 1.40310221

u1 4 4& u1 0 1& 2.56310216

u1 4 4& u1 2 1& 5.23310216

u1 4 4& u1 2 2& 3.17310215

u1 4 4& u1 2 3& 5.06310216

u1 4 4& u1 4 3& 1.31310216

u1 4 4& u1 4 4& 2.02310215

u1 4 4& u1 4 5& 1.51310216

u1 4 4& u0 4 4& 5.43310222
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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spin-flipping transitions. These cross sections are very s
lar to those for the corresponding state of the ground vib
tional manifold,uv N J MJ&5u0 0 1 1&, that have been dis
cussed in Refs. 24 and 26. Hence the stability of the s
projection is not strongly influenced by the vibrational d
gree of freedom in this situation. In the zero field limit, th
antitrapped states are energetically degenerate with the
dent channel, but the spin-flipping requires boosting the c
trifugal angular momentumL from 0 to 2, originating a cen-
trifugal barrier in the exit channel whose height is about 0
K for the investigated system. As a result, spin-chang
transitions are strongly suppressed by the Wigner’s thres
laws as long as the collision energy does not exceed
height of the exit channel centrifugal barrier.

For higher collision energies inelastic transitions beco
quite effective, and cross sections become comparable
the elastic ones. In addition, the presence of both Feshb
and shape resonances, as proved in previous papers,24 may
further boost the spin-flipping transitions.

By analogy with thev50 molecules studied in Ref. 26
we can assert that molecules in the stateuv N J MJ&
5u1 0 1 1& are suitable candidates for magnetic trapping
low collision energies, although we have to keep in mind t
results shown here refer to the zero field limit and inelas
rates are boosted by several orders of magnitude as soo
the field is turned on.26

Concluding, we have characterized in this paper the c
lisional robustness of vibrationally excited oxygen molecu
colliding with helium. We have verified that vibrationa
quenching remains fairly inefficient, even when the spin
gree of freedom is included, as expected. Moreover, we h
found that, for the lowest weak field seeking state of
excited vibrational manifold, elastic collisions dominate
low energies over inelastic, spin-changing transitions,
actly as in the case of ground vibrational level.26 The same
physical reasons are invoked to explain this result.

On the experimental side, results presented here
open some interesting perspectives for magnetically trapp

FIG. 5. Elastic and spin-changing cross sections for the incident cha
uv N J MJ&5u1 0 1 1& as a function of the collision energy. Spin-changin
transitions lead to the population of the final statesu1 0 1 0& and u1 0 121&,
whose contributions have been summed.
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molecules in excited vibrational states. On the theoret
side, it would be interesting to investigate how prese
conclusions are affected by the presence of an external fi
and to verify, as an ultimate goal, the possibility of influen
ing vibrational quenching via magnetically-tuned Feshba
resonances.
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